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ABSTRACT

In this thesis I present a typological analysis of the Modern South Arabian Languages. Typological research is often based on a six-way typology of dominant word order based on clauses containing nominal subjects, objects and verbs. However, this clause type is extremely rare in this language group, making typological analysis based on a six-way typology problematic.

Dryer’s Four-way typology of dominant word order is applied to the Modern South Arabian Languages and they are shown to be VS&VO. Greenberg’s universals which refer to dominant word order are then reformulated in terms of the Four-way typology. These reformulated universals are shown to make correct predictions in most cases for the Modern South Arabian Languages.

This analysis shows that using Dryer’s Four-way typology of dominant word order makes it possible to readily apply the implicational universals to languages in which three-element clauses are extremely rare. In sum, this approach harnesses the implicational universals often used with the six-way typology to Dryer’s Four-way
typology to allow us to analyze languages with relatively few clauses with nominal
subjects and objects.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Modern South Arabian languages have received little attention in the linguistic community. In this thesis I examine the typological characteristics of this language group. To begin this introductory chapter, I present background information on the languages (section 1.1), a general description of typology (section 1.2), a summary of previous research (section 1.3), problems with the current text corpus (section 1.4), and the goals of this thesis (section 1.5). In chapter 2, I present the means by which I addressed the problems of the textual corpus and the preparation of the texts. Then, in chapters 3 and 4, I outline the word-order typologies of Greenberg (1963) and Dryer (1997). In chapter 5, I apply Dryer’s approach to the Modern South Arabian languages while in chapter 6, I propose a means of harnessing the benefits of Greenberg’s implicational universals to Dryer’s word-order typology. Finally, in chapter 7, I summarize the overall benefits of using this approach for typological studies of languages such as the Modern South Arabian Languages.
1.1 Background on the Languages and Their Speakers

Since so little has been written about the Modern South Arabian languages, more time will be taken to discuss the names of the languages (section 1.1.1), the language family as a whole (section 1.1.2), the people (section 1.1.3), the phonology (1.1.4) and language contact patterns (1.1.5).

The speakers of the languages are couched in a rural, mountainous region of the southern Arabian Peninsula in the countries of Oman (Figure 1) and Yemen (Figure 2).\(^1\)

---

1 These figures are included here within the terms of use from Lewis (2009).
Figure 2. Language Map of Yemen.
According to Lewis (2009), the Modern South Arabian family consists of six language varieties: Bathari [bhm], Harsusi [hss], Hobyót [hoh], Mehri [gdq], Shehri [shv], and Soqotri [sqt]. While these varieties are not mutually intelligible with either the surrounding Arabic varieties or each other, it is believed that this group of languages holds some distant relation to other Semitic languages of the region such as Hebrew, Arabic and the Semitic languages of Ethiopia (Morris 2002).

1.1.1 The Languages and Their Names

These language varieties have been given various names in the literature. Given the potential for confusion, the following table lists the most common language names used in the academic literature, followed by alternate names for the various languages (Lewis 2009), followed by the language names as referred to by the people themselves (Morris 2002, 2007):
Table 1. Language Names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Academic Name</th>
<th>Alternate Names</th>
<th>Language Name Used by the Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jibbali</td>
<td>Geblet, Sheret, Shehri, Shahari, Jibali, Ekhili, Qarawi</td>
<td>Sheret (phonetically, ɬheret), Geblet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soqotri</td>
<td>Saqatri, Sokotri, Suqutri, Socotri</td>
<td>Saqatari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehri</td>
<td>Mahri</td>
<td>Mehreyyet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsusi</td>
<td>Hersyet, Harsi</td>
<td>Harsiyyet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathari</td>
<td>Bautahari, Bat-Hari, Bothari</td>
<td>Betahreyt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobyót</td>
<td>Hewbyót, Hobi, Kalam Rifi</td>
<td>Weyheybyot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In deference to the speakers of the languages, this thesis will use the names that they use for their own language when possible. In the case of Jibbali, however, this raises problems. Hofstede (1998:15) notes that native speakers refer to their language as ɬheret. The names Jibbali, Gibbali and Geblet are not native to the language, but are all derivations of the Arabic words ‘mountain language’ or ‘mountain people.’ Given this fact, the preference would be to use the native term ɬheret as the language name.

However, both Johnstone (1975) and Morris (2007) explain that ɬheret was used at one time to refer pejoratively to at least one segment of the ‘mountain people’ as serfs. That being the case, it is probably safer to use Jibbali/Gibbali/Geblet. While Jibbali is a
foreign pronunciation of ‘mountain (man)’ and Gibbali is the regional pronunciation, Geblet is the form of Gibbali as borrowed into the language itself, so it will be used through the remainder of this thesis.

A related problem is that incorrect use of names has resulted in confusion. As an example, one of the early studies of one of the Modern South Arabian languages identifies Mehri with Ehhkili (Carter 1847:365); Ehhkili is, in fact, a name for Jibbali (Lewis 2009:483).

One final problem is that it is difficult to determine whether all six varieties are distinct languages. For example, Lewis (2009) notes that Bathari is “similar to Mehri” and Hobyót “is related to Mehri.” The late T.M. Johnstone (1975), the preeminent researcher in these languages, adds that Harsusi may be a dialect of Mehri. In the end, Johnstone reduces the group to three chief languages: Mehri, Soqotri, and Jibbali. In light of this, I will focus on these three in this thesis without addressing the larger question of whether the other Modern South Arabian languages are dialectal varieties or distinct languages themselves. Additionally, since my intent is not to make claims of whether even Mehri, Soqotri, and Jibbali are distinct languages, I will refer to them as languages as is commonly done throughout the academic literature.
There is a natural ambiguity in abbreviating the Modern South Arabian languages since MSA is the accepted abbreviation for Modern Standard Arabic, the written variety of Arabic predominant across the region. In order to avoid this ambiguity, the Modern South Arabian languages will be referred to as the Modern South Arabian Languages (with a capital L) and abbreviated consistently with MSAL rather than MSA when abbreviations are helpful.

1.1.2 Language Family

All of the languages in the MSAL group are classified as Afro-Asiatic, Semitic, South, South Arabian. Languages which are believed to be related such as Hebrew, and Arabic share the Afro-Asiatic, Semitic classification, but diverge at this point into the Central branch (Lewis 2009). It is tempting to speculate on the question of whether these languages are similarly related to extinct languages such as Epigraphic South Arabian, Ancient Arabic and Ethiopic. Given the robust phonological inventory of Modern South Arabian Languages, which include alveolar and lateral fricatives, it seems that these languages might be closest to reconstructed Proto-Semitic (Simeone-Senelle 1997:382), but given the lack of written records for any of these languages, this question certainly lies outside the scope of the current study.
1.1.3 The People

There are roughly 225,000 speakers of the Modern South Arabian Languages with varying degrees of multilingualism in the different languages and with the neighboring Dhofari Arabic variety (Lewis 2009). The occupations, histories and geographies of the peoples have influenced each language uniquely.

Most of the MSAL groups are involved in fishing or some sort of pastoral occupation such as sheep, goat, or camel herding. There is some urbanization among the groups, but even to the present day they mostly remain semi-nomadic, pastoral groups.

The south Arabian Peninsula which is home to this group of languages is bordered on the north by the inhospitable Empty Quarter of the Arabian Desert. The southern border of the mainland consists of a mountain range bordering the coastal waters of the Arabian Sea. The Soqotra archipelago is a mountainous group of islands influenced by two annual monsoon seasons and associated rough seas for five months of the year.

Saqatari is perhaps the most isolated for a number of reasons. Limited to the Soqotra archipelago of Yemen, it is naturally insulated from the influence of mainland Arabic. Additionally, prohibition on women leaving the islands and even the limitation
on their travel within the islands has led to certain isolated gender-specific, sociolinguistic features extant in the language (Simeone-Senelle 2003). The people of Soqotra have experienced much less contact with other language groups than the mainland language groups. Simeone-Senelle cites how this lack of outside contact through the centuries has even resulted in less societal aggression compared with the mainland groups. This, subsequently, has resulted in the Saqatari placing a higher value on linguistic ability, particularly on storytelling, than the mainland groups do. It may also be a contributing cause for the success the Saqatari people have had in maintaining their language’s distinctiveness in the face of pressure from neighboring Arabic-speaking people (Morris 2007).

The other Modern South Arabian Languages share similar barriers to contact with other languages, though not to the extent of Saqatari. Deserts and mountains have isolated these language groups to some extent, while pastoral occupations and fishing may have isolated the speakers sociologically and economically from Dhofari Arabic, which is seen as a more prestigious language.

The Mahra tribe (Mehreyyet speakers) of the mainland group intermittently dominated the region, including controlling Soqotra at one point. Thomas (1937)
suggests that the Geblet speakers were dominant in the region until the Mahra made them subservient, but nonetheless, the Mahra are now the dominant tribe politically and numerically. This has certainly contributed to the linguistic dominance of Mehreyyet over its neighboring varieties including Harsiyyet, Betahreyt, Weyheybyot, and possibly Geblet.

1.1.4 Phonology

The Modern South Arabian Languages are comparable to other Semitic languages in their use of pharyngeals and ejectives, but a distinctive of the Modern South Arabian Languages is their extensive use of lateral fricatives, both voiced and unvoiced. These occur in each of the six language varieties and are said to be key reflexes of Proto-Semitic (Simeone-Senelle 1997:382).

1.1.5 Language Contact

The Modern South Arabian Languages have shown themselves to be particularly resistant to language shift through the centuries when compared to other languages of the Semitic subgroup of Afro-Asiatic. As noted above, the phonological inventory still boasts a robust repertoire of pharyngeals, ejectives, and lateral fricatives, many of which
find their reflexes in Proto-Semitic, which makes the Modern South Arabian Languages perhaps the closest living examples of Proto-Semitic (Simeone-Senelle 1997:380).

Of all the Modern South Arabian Languages, Saqatari has been most isolated from outside influence on account of its geographical and climatological isolation. Outside invading forces have been rare and success in dominating the islands has been even rarer. Thus, there has been little long-term outside influence on the language (Simeone-Senelle 2003). Only in the past few hundred years has Arabic successfully made a beachhead in the major city of Hadibo, while the remote mountainous regions have remained inaccessible and untouched by outside influences until the very recent advent of television, particularly satellite television. The ensuing encroachment of Arabic has created a rapidly changing situation for Saqatari, so that a strong case can be made that even it, along with the other Modern South Arabian Languages, is endangered (Simeone-Senelle 2003). This rapid language shift has happened to such an extent that during field work in 2001 Simeone-Senelle (2003) had difficulty obtaining the Saqatari numbers from one to ten from any of the younger generation.

Another major threat to these languages is universal Arabic education. This compulsory exposure to Arabic, particularly in Oman, has resulted in much greater
contact of MSAL speakers with Arabic. The subsequent sociolinguistic result is that Arabic is the more preferred media, being the *lingua franca* for communication across the region (Morris 2007).

Yet another major threat to the languages cited by Morris (2007) is that all of the Modern South Arabian Languages are pre-literate. This fact, combined with the sociolinguistic preference for more dominant language varieties is reducing the number of speakers who are learning the languages from their elders. The death of the elder speakers, then, leads directly to the death of the languages. This has been particularly evident in the cases of Betahreyt and Weyheybyot where the overall number of speakers continues to decline. Speakers of Betahreyt number a mere 300, and speakers of Weyheybyot number fewer than 100.

One of the cultural institutions that seems to have helped preserve the Saqatari language is that of poetry recitations and story-telling competitions each evening. This had been done in mixed-gender settings, but with the advent of gender separation accompanying the widespread introduction of Islam across the Soqotran archipelago, these mixed-gender competitions ceased. This sociolinguistic gender separation is marked. Men, who are more apt to engage in commerce in the cities, are adopting
Arabized syntax and vocabulary, whereas older Saqatari women exhibit relics of Saqatari forms that make them almost unintelligible to younger men (Simeone-Senelle 2003, Johnstone 1975:95).

Of the other Modern South Arabian Languages, Mehreyyet was spoken by the tribe that has controlled the area of each of the other Modern South Arabian Languages at one point or another, including Saqatari. Thomas (1937:234) notes that at one time the Shero (plural of Sheret, speakers of Geblet) were the predominant tribe over the whole region, including the Mahra tribe and the Botohara (Betahreyt). Eventually, the Mahra overcame and virtually enslaved the Shero and almost completely subsumed the Betahreyt.

In spite of the heavy contact these languages have had with one another and with the neighboring Dhofari Arabic, these languages are not mutually intelligible (Simeone-Senelle 1997). That being said, there is growing multilingualism both within the Modern South Arabian Languages and between Modern South Arabian Languages and Arabic. The extent of bilingualism or multilingualism is not wholly known. Since Arabic is used in all official contexts such as government, schools, army and police, it is the language that speakers of Modern South Arabian Languages resort to most often.
when speaking to speakers of other Modern South Arabian Languages (Simeone-Senelle 1997:380).

1.2 A General Description of Typology

In this thesis, I present a typological analysis of the Modern South Arabian Languages. Typology is defined as “the classification of languages or components of languages based on shared formal characteristics” (Whaley 1997). Using those shared formal characteristics, typology attempts to predict tendencies of languages with certain features based on observations of languages with other shared features. One of the great advantages of typological study is that these cross-linguistic observations and predictions can be made without exhaustive knowledge of the languages at hand.

1.3 Previous Research

Typological analysis has not been a focus of previous research in these languages, but it might help to review what research has been done at this point.

The first mention of the Modern South Arabian Languages in the literature is J.R. Wellsted (1835) as part of his “Memoir on the Island of Socotra”.

Leslau (1946:608) lists works from the discovery of the languages to his time in his annotated bibliography of the literature on these languages. The bibliography
categorizes works by genre covering grammars, morphology, phonology, vocabularies, word studies and etymologies, and linguistic position of MSAL. Key authors from this bibliography are Carter, Fresnel and Thomas, each of which is discussed below.

Thomas (1937) discusses Harsiyyet, Mehreyyet, Betahreyt, Geblet including a detailed phonological description, grammar sketch, and a large polyglot word list for the four languages.

Carter (1847) gives cultural notes on the Mahrah tribe with phonological descriptions and a sizable word list.

Fulgence Fresnel was a French consul who acquired some knowledge of Geblet while living in Jeddah in 1838 (Leslau 1946:608). His translation of Genesis 37.2 from Arabic into Geblet was referred to and discussed by a number of other authors over the course of the next 90 years (Leslau 1946:626).

Since the time of Leslau’s bibliography, T.M. Johnstone has produced a number of key articles and reference works: a survey of Mehreyyet, Harsiyyet, Geblet, Saqatari which includes a detailed description of the phonology and morphology of the languages with brief notes on syntax (Johnstone 1975); a Harsiyyet lexicon with helpful introductory notes to MSAL (Johnstone 1977); a Geblet lexicon (Johnstone 1981); a
Mehreyyet lexicon (Johnstone 1987); a posthumous publication of 104 Mehreyyet texts (Stroomer 1999); and a posthumous publication of 14 Harsiyyet texts (Stroomer 2004).

Simeone-Senelle (1997) discusses the sociolinguistic situation of all six language varieties, along with a discussion of the phonology, phonetics, morphology, and syntax. A later paper discusses the dialects of Saqatari and the outlook for the language’s survival (Simeone-Senelle 2003).

Morris (2002) wrote a brief introduction to the MSAL and gave a lecture (Morris 2007) on the MSAL which covers a number of sociolinguistic aspects of the languages including a collection of graffiti on cave walls and the oral art of Saqatari.

In his bibliography on Modern South Arabian Languages, Leslau (1946:623-626) lists no studies that deal with dominant word order in Modern South Arabian Languages or their typology.

1.4 Problems with the Text Corpus

A major complication in research of Modern South Arabian Languages is the great disparity in notations used to represent the unwritten sounds of the languages. Many of these notations include accents (e.g. ṛáywî, ṣhobš), apostrophes (e.g. ṣız´em), macrons above and below the letters (e.g. ṭēf), dots above and below (e.g. ṭiz¨em)
〈fōka〉, 〈gayg〉), a breve below (e.g. 〈ṭṣabah〉), carons (e.g. 〈šeḥ〉), intermingling of International Phonetic Alphabet symbols (e.g. 〈ḏāyma〉, 〈welēken〉), and individual italicized characters contrasting with non-italicized characters (e.g. 〈ź〉 and 〈ź〉 (Johnstone 1987:xii)). The accumulation of so many different symbols over a period of more than 100 years has resulted in texts which are confusing and which often use conflicting symbols. V. Agafonov (personal communication) notes the difficulty in working with Saqatari texts which were originally transcribed by Wellsted, and then modified to notation systems used by Mueller, Wagner, Johnstone, Naumkin-Porkhomovskij, Miranda Morris or by simply using Arabic orthography.

In this thesis I begin to build a corpus of prepared texts in consistent IPA notation for future study of the Modern South Arabian Languages.

1.5 Goals of a Typological Study of the Modern South Arabian Languages

In this thesis I present a formal analysis of the word-order typology of the Modern South Arabian Languages. I present the typological proposals of Greenberg (1963) and Dryer (1997). While Greenberg’s proposal is difficult to apply to the Modern South Arabian Languages due to the small size of the text corpus and the scarcity of relevant clause types, Dryer’s proposal can be applied, resulting in a reliable
description of their typologies. Finally, I show that Greenberg’s proposed typological
universals can be reformulated in terms of Dryer’s proposal to show that most of their
predictions do, indeed, hold true for Modern South Arabian Languages.
CHAPTER 2

PREPARING THE TEXT CORPUS

Choosing and preparing texts is an important step of linguistic analysis and if it is done well, the prepared texts can continue to play an important role for the linguistic community. This chapter will detail the general considerations that influenced my choice of texts (section 2.1), specific considerations and sound correspondences for each language variety (sections 2.2), and the manner in which the texts were prepared (section 2.3).

2.1 General Considerations Affecting the Choice of Texts

Some general considerations regarding texts make certain texts more desirable than others. These considerations will be introduced here with specific explanations of how they relate to the texts chosen for this study.
2.1.1 Text Genre

The broad genres of texts include narrative, procedural, behavioral and expository (Longacre 1996). These four types can be grouped using two primary features, namely, contingent temporal succession and agent orientation.

Contingent temporal succession refers to the dependence of each action on the previous action. For instance, narrative texts and procedural texts generally progress in a linear fashion relating events that are dependent in time on the previous events. Behavioral and expository texts are not dependent in time on any previous events.

The second feature, agent orientation, refers to the active participation of an agent who performs actions. Behavioral texts, in which the hearer is an agent, and narratives are both oriented to the agent involved whereas procedural and expository texts are not oriented to a particular agent.

Narrative texts are the only type of texts that have both contingent temporal succession and agent orientation making them the best choice for typological analysis. Other types of texts can exhibit many of the typological features found in narrative texts, but an unnatural frequency of a particular feature or mood in such texts might skew the analysis. For instance, behavioral texts necessarily have a high frequency of
imperative mood that is peculiar to the genre, but not necessarily the language as a whole. Since narrative texts have both contingent temporal succession and agent orientation, they are the most resistant to tendencies like these and the best examples for typological analysis.

2.1.2 Number of Texts

I use one text from each of the three languages as the basis for analysis in this thesis. In regard to the small number of texts that are used for this thesis, it should be noted that there are very few published texts to choose from in two of these languages. The vast majority of studies of these languages have been done on word lists or unpublished texts.

T.M. Johnstone’s corpus is the largest body of texts available in Mehreyyet. In total, there are 104 texts in the 300 pages included in Mehri Texts from Oman (Stroomer 1999). These include a wide range of text types and sizes: a four-line description of community, a description of marriage, moral assessments of witch doctors, and sizable narratives such as the one chosen for this study. Many of the texts are too small to base this study given that larger texts were available. Also, many texts include a great deal of reported speech which limits the value for typological study.
For Saqatari, only two texts were available, and the one chosen for analysis is the only narrative. A smaller collection of poetry was recently made available as well (Agafonov 2007b).

For Geblet, only three texts were available, all of which are in appendices in Hofstede’s (1998) dissertation. Two of these texts are narratives, while the third is a narrative conversation consisting primarily of reported speech. I chose to analyze the longer of the two narratives.

In each language, then, the largest, best text available was chosen for more thorough analysis.

2.1.3 Elicitation vs. Naturally Occurring Texts

Elicitation was not used as a means of generating data because I had no access to native speakers of the language. Had access to native speakers been available, it might have proven useful to verify some of the conclusions with elicitation. However, as Levinsohn (2010) discusses at length, there are a number of dangers inherent in using elicitation for discourse analysis. These same dangers apply to typological analysis. Some of the most problematic dangers in elicitation with regard to this study are that “sentences elicited by translation from one language to another tend to reflect the first
language in a number of ways, especially the order of constituents and the way they are
arranged in clauses” (Levinsohn 2010:9-10) and that elicitation may produce
non-existent forms (Levinsohn 2010:9-10). Thus, even if elicitation had been possible, it
would not have been used as a primary source for this study.

2.2 The Texts

A brief description of the texts and the correspondences used in preparing them
is given here.

2.2.1 The Mehreyyet Text

The primary Mehreyyet text chosen for analysis is text 20 from the work of
T.M. Johnstone, titled “Abū Nuwās and the sandals” (Stroomer 1999:40-47). This
particular text was chosen primarily for its narrative genre and its substantial length
which affords greater opportunity to observe the frequency of salient features. There is a
fair amount of reported speech in the text and this can lead to different typological
behaviors when compared with behaviors outside of reported speech. None of those
differences were observed in these texts.

The original text was transcribed using a notation that was used by T.M.
Johnstone throughout his many writings on the various Modern South Arabian
Languages. Stroomer (2004:xv) explains that his aim in the Mehreyyet volume was to follow Johnstone’s personal notations used in his field work as closely as possible.


The following table shows the relationship between Johnstone’s transcription utilized in the Mehreyyet text and that used in this thesis. For each pair, Johnstone’s notation is given on the left, and the IPA equivalent is given on the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>ā</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ō</td>
<td>ðˤ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>eː</td>
<td>ē</td>
<td>eː</td>
<td>ġ</td>
<td>γ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i:</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>dʒ</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>ō</td>
<td>oː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ś</td>
<td>ĺ</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>š</td>
<td>sˤ</td>
<td>Ɋ</td>
<td>Ɋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŭ</td>
<td>uː</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Cː</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 The Geblet Text

The Geblet text used was from Hofstede’s (1998) dissertation. The text, titled “The Bedouin and ice,” is an excellent narrative story with only short portions of
reported speech. The transcription is particularly detailed, which is notable since Hofstede’s (1998:16) materials were again based on the field materials of T.M. Johnstone. The phonetic transcription, however, seems to be more detailed than Johnstone’s texts of either Mehri Texts from Oman (Stroomer 1999) or Ḥarsūsi Texts from Oman (Stroomer 2004). Stroomer (2004:xiii) notes that Hofstede published a thorough catalog of Johnstone’s materials in 1997, and it is likely that by having direct access to the audio recordings she was able to make more careful transcriptions of the materials herself.

The following table shows the relationship between Hofstede’s transcription and that used in this thesis. For each pair, Hofstede’s notation is given on the left, and the IPA equivalent is given on the right.

Table 3. Geblet / IPA Transcription

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>dʲ</td>
<td>ǧ</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ḳ</td>
<td>k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ś</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t̂</td>
<td>t̂</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ḫ</td>
<td>ɗ</td>
<td>dʷ</td>
<td>ǧ̄</td>
<td>ḫ̄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḥ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ś</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>s̃</td>
<td>ř</td>
<td>s̃</td>
<td>s̃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š</td>
<td>ŝv</td>
<td>t̂</td>
<td>t̂v</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>ḫ̄</td>
<td>ž̄</td>
<td>ẑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ž</td>
<td>zʷ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.3 The Saqatari Text

The Saqatari tale *Bismillah* was told by Sa’ad al-Keshri, a student from Qalansiya, the second largest city of Soqotra. It was recorded and transcribed by Vladimir Agafonov (2007). The recording was made in 1979-1980 and transcribed with the assistance of the narrator. The notation used contained a few non-standard characters, for which the author was kind enough to describe the particular sounds so that the corresponding IPA symbols could be determined.

The following table shows the relationship between Agafonov’s transcription and that used in this thesis. For each pair, Agafonov’s notation is given on the left, and the IPA equivalent is given on the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Source Text</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘</td>
<td>ʕ</td>
<td>‘</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>ɬ</td>
<td>ɬʰ</td>
<td>ɦ</td>
<td>ɦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʰ</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
<td>ʂʰ</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɭ</td>
<td>tʰ</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Cː</td>
<td>VV</td>
<td>Vː</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Agafonov (personal communication) personally reviewed the Saqatari text after the transliteration to IPA was complete and confirmed that the process was “fully
successful” noting that the IPA correspondences used in this thesis can be used for “any texts or vocabulary made in the same transcription.”

2.3 Preparation of the Texts

For the purposes of this thesis, I have transliterated the three texts being analyzed into the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) to provide for consistent, standardized notation specifically for phonological and phonetic work. In addition, I have provided word glosses (and, in places, morpheme glosses). It is my hope that these labors and this contribution to the linguistic community will lead to the conversion of many MSAL texts. It is for this reason that the whole of the transcribed texts are included as appendices to the present work.

The procedures used to prepare the texts are discussed in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Entering Texts and Transcriptions

Before manipulating the texts to convert them to IPA, they had to be entered electronically character by character with meticulous attention being paid to the various
accents and diacritical marks. A sample text is included below of what the first paragraph of the Mehreyyet narrative looked like before any manipulation began.

Text 20

Abū Nuwās and the sandals

(folktale)

1 xeṭerāt ba newās yesūken b-arḥebēt u ḩ-ixáwdem hāl ḥōkem ḩ-arḥebēt.

2 tē neḥōr tāyt, 'āmōr heh ḥōkem: "nekē'ī b-an'ālye men hāl ḥeynīṯ."

3 'āmōr: yēye. aḳōfi.

4 tē wisel ḥeynīṯ, 'āmōr: "'āmōr hīkem ḥōkem: azēmen tay el-sīr šikem."

5 'āmōr: “hībō aģerōy ḍomeh? ḩ-eḥtewēk aw hibō?”

6 'āmōr: “lā’, el hō ḩ-eḥtewēk lā, welāken ḥōkem yehōm ḍerāyyet, welāken hām el šesdēkken tay lā, šākōna ḥōkem u mšāxber teh.”

7 'āmōr heh ḥeynīṯ: "šākeh:" tōli šāk, 'āmōr: “tāyt aw kelāyt?”

8 'āmōr ḥōkem: “kelāyt!” 'āmōr: “hamāken?”

9 tōli wzemīh, w-ḳōfi ba newās.

Only a free translation of the text was included as follows:
Once Abu Nuwas was living in a place and in employment with the ruler of the place.

Then one day the ruler said to him, “Bring me my sandals from the women.”

He said, “Very well.” He went away.

Then when he reached the women he said, “The ruler says to you, 'Let me go with you'.”

They said, “What kind of talk is this? Are you mad or what?”

He said, “I am not mad. The ruler desires offspring and if you don't believe me I shall call the ruler and ask him.”

The women said, “Call him.” Then he called (him). He said, “One or two?”

The ruler said, “Both.” He said, “Did you hear?”

Then they gave him (themselves) and Ab Nuwas went off.
2.3.2 Converting Correspondences

After the texts were entered in their entirety, corresponding IPA symbols were substituted for the original symbols in the text. The specific correspondences are noted for each language in sections 2.2.

2.3.3 Interlinearization

The texts were then merged with the free translation with the goal of three lines; the first being the source, the second being a to-be-constructed word for word gloss, and the third being the free translation.

The first and third lines were preserved as they were in the originals except for removal of punctuation or footnote markers. The second line, the word for word gloss, was newly constructed on the basis of the free translation and the source text. Dictionaries were not used for this process, but, as noted in the finished texts, aid was given in a few instances by V. Agafonov (personal communication). Also, this process was much easier for the Geblet text since it was tagged with grammatical notes and word correspondences. Corrections to the free translation on the basis of observations from the source text were made next. Detailed discussion of the construction of this word for word gloss and those corrections are given in section 2.3.5.
2.3.4 Clause Breaks, Tabs and Morpheme Cuts

Next, the sentences were broken into clauses with the aim being one clause per line. The numbering was slightly restructured to denote sentence breaks with one number per sentence and sub-letters per clause as the following example shows:


7a  zū-ʃ lhin dха jsī'nud-s

they gave him that which enough her

They gave him what would suffice

7b  bɔ fe ɔl j'gɔrab t'alg əlo

and he ?? he was knowing ice ??

but he did not know ice.

Tabs were then added to make the word distinctions evident, and when the source line included a dash between morphemes, the glosses of the morphemes were represented in the gloss line separated with a corresponding dash. Where it was determined that a word in the source line was represented by a gloss containing multiple morphemes, they were separated with a dot. The example above is now represented again with the changes described to show the progression of the text preparation.
Example 2. Geblet Line 7.

7a  züʃ  lhin  dha  jsi'nud-s
    they.gave-him that.which  to.be.enough-her

They gave him what would suffice

7b  bə ʃɛ ɔl  j'gɔɔəb  t'alg  əlo
    and  he  he.was.knowing  ice

but he did not know ice.

2.5.5  Gloss Corrections and Additions

In the word-for-word interlinearization, negation was glossed in all capital letters where it could be clearly identified. Other grammatical glosses were also added in all capital letters where they could be clearly identified. Where the source text was missing a corresponding free translation, one was added, but marked by square brackets. The completed preparation of the same example is now included to illustrate these and the aforementioned changes.

\begin{align*}
7a & \quad \text{they.gave-him that.which} \quad \text{FUT} \quad \text{to.be.enough-her} \\
& \quad \text{They gave him what would suffice}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
7b & \quad \text{and he NEG he.was.knowing} \quad \text{ice NEG} \\
& \quad \text{but he did not know ice.}
\end{align*}

At certain points where the free translation translated the same word or phrase differently, the word-for-word gloss was adjusted to be consistent with the text. Additionally, typological observations confirmed the meaning of one gloss. In this instance, the phrase *qhofc hahir* is ‘black sheep’ in the free translation. Not knowing the meaning of the individual words, the position of the adjective elsewhere in the text was used to help gloss these words. This was done by observing the phrase *digdege* *safiro* later in the same text which is ‘red plain’ in the free translation. Again, not knowing each individual gloss, it is possible that these words could be translated literally as ‘plain red’ or ‘red plain.’ Observation of the word *digdege* elsewhere in the text, though, shows that this word is ‘plain’ so that the gloss is clearly ‘plain red.’
Applying the same adjective order to the phrase *qhobç hahir* leads to a gloss of *qhobç hahir* as ‘sheep black’ in the original phrase in question. This glossing was confirmed by V. Agafonov (personal correspondence).

Corrections were made throughout the texts where conclusive evidence found elsewhere in the text would lead to a definitive answer. Where a definitive answer was not found, the best guess gloss was placed in square brackets with question marks to clearly note the assumption made.

The resulting text is a consistent, glossed word-for-word text that is usable for broader linguistic analysis than just the current study.
CHAPTER 3

CHALLENGES TO GREENBERG’S SIX-WAY TYPOLOGY

Greenberg (1963) in his important Some Universals of Grammar with Particular Reference to the Order of Meaningful Elements lays out 45 language universals arising from corpora of thirty languages with broad areal and genetic distribution. In this crucial work he set the stage for decades of typological research in the linguistic community. The central concept introduced in this work is implicational universals. These universals underlie the analysis in this thesis.

Section 3.1 will introduce those implicational universals in more detail along with their relation to dominant word order. Section 3.2 deals with how the dominant word order of a language is determined. Finally, section 3.3 concludes the chapter by outlining problems that arise in applying Greenberg’s universals to languages where no default word order can be established.
3.1 Implicational Universals and Dominant Word Order

Implicational universals define comparisons between languages that take the form “given x in a particular language, we always find y” (Greenberg 1963:73). For example,

Universal 3. Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.

Restated a different way, given the condition of VSO dominant word order in a given language, we always find that the language is prepositional.

Significantly, many of Greenberg’s implicational universals depend on the notion of what Greenberg (1963:76) calls the dominant word order: “the relative order of subject, verb, and object in declarative sentences with nominal subject and object.” The following is a chart of the logically possible dominant word orders as enumerated by Greenberg with no particular emphasis on frequency of the typological occurrence in natural languages:

Table 5. Greenberg’s Six-way Typology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb-Subject-Object</th>
<th>Subject-Verb-Object</th>
<th>Object-Verb-Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb-Object-Subject</td>
<td>Subject-Object-Verb</td>
<td>Object-Subject-Verb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An isolated sentence may or may not exhibit the dominant word order: there simply is not enough data to compare in order to establish the dominant word order. However, a large enough sample of natural, unrehearsed texts can reasonably be expected to exhibit the language’s dominant word order.

3.2 Determining Dominant Word Order

A problem arises when we try to establish the dominant word order in Modern South Arabian Languages, since they make efficient use of argument agreement. For instance, the verb can show agreement in gender, number or person with the subject and in number with the object.

The difficulty this presents when considering Greenberg’s six-way dominant word order is that the subject and/or object are frequently represented only as prefixes or suffixes on the verb. As a result, entire narratives can be nearly devoid of clauses containing the three elements of nominal subject, verb and nominal object. As will be seen, complete narratives may have perhaps only one or two clauses with all three elements and the ordering of those elements might show no pattern on which to base conclusions about a dominant word order. The only way to establish a dominant word
order from the texts, then, is to use a corpus of many narratives in order to establish a large enough sample of clauses with all three constituents.

The problem with this approach, however, is that clauses that include all three constituents are the obvious exceptions to normal usage. Dryer (1997:79-80) summarizes this problem as follows:

“If one accepts the assumption that a characteristic of a language is in one sense fundamental if and only if it is the kind of characteristic that one can determine from examination of a few pages of text, then the … classification of a language [in these cases] by the traditional six-way typology is not [a fundamental characteristic].

By forcing those clauses that contain nominal subjects and objects to define the dominant word order, those exceptional clauses are being used to establish what is normative in usage. Instead of using these exceptions to determine the norm, these exceptions need to be identified as such and an attempt should be made to determine what salient discourse feature is being communicated by these exceptional clauses. Greenberg’s dominant word-order typology, however, does not move the study in this direction, but rather attempts to utilize the exceptions to establish a rule.
The Mehreyyet text in Appendix A demonstrates how the Modern South Arabian Languages are examples of such languages where determining the dominant word order in terms of Greenberg’s six-way typology is problematic. The entire text of 195 clauses contains only two clauses with both a nominal subject and object. The first is VOS word order:

Example 4. Mehreyyet Line 41b.

\[
\text{we-1}{\text{el:em}} \text{ teh ha:gero:n} \\
\text{and-took him slaves}
\]

and away the slaves took him.

The second is VSO:

Example 5. Mehreyyet Line 91a.

\[
\text{he\text{fawr} ha:gero:n baju} \\
\text{they dug the slaves well}
\]

The slaves dug a well.

Since there is only one instance of each word order, neither VOS nor VSO can be said to be the dominant word order since they have equal representation in the text.

As will be shown in chapter 5, similar problems arise in Geblet (where only one of 43 clauses has a nominal subject and object) and Saqatari (where only one of 211 clauses
has a nominal subject and object). In languages such as these, then, it is questionable whether the concept of dominant word order is meaningful using Greenberg’s six-way word order typology.

3.3 Greenberg’s Universals and Languages with No Clear Dominant Word Order

Without a clear determination of dominant word order in a given language, eleven of Greenberg’s forty-five “universals” simply cannot be applied since they are tied to dominant word order. Given the insights that Greenberg’s universals have to offer in so many languages, however, we would like to maintain the benefits of the implicational universals despite the problems in applying the six-way word order typology. That is what this thesis aims to do. Before doing that, however, in the next two subsections, I examine some universals that are independent of dominant word order and then the universals that are dependent on word order.

3.3.1 Universals That Are Independent of Dominant Word Order

The majority of Greenberg’s universals (34 out of 45) are not dependent on determining dominant word order. Here are some examples of these universals.

*Universal 8:* “When a yes-no question is differentiated from the corresponding assertion by an intonational pattern, the distinctive intonational features of
each of these patterns are reckoned from the end of the sentence rather than from the beginning.”

The place of question intonation is correlated with whether that intonation differentiates statements and questions.

*Universal 20:* “When any or all of the items (demonstrative, numeral, and descriptive adjective) precede the noun, they are always found in that order. If they follow, the order is either the same or its exact opposite.”

The order of demonstratives, numerals and descriptive adjectives is correlated with whether they precede or follow the noun. A number of universals deal with the order of nouns, adjectives, demonstratives, and numerals.

*Universal 22:* “If in comparisons of superiority the only order, or one of the alternative orders, is standard-marker-adjective, then the language is postpositional. With overwhelmingly more than chance frequency if the only order is adjective-marker-standard, the language is prepositional.”

The place of adpositions is correlated with word order in comparisons of superiority.
These universals can stand on their own since they are not dependent on the claims of dominant word order. This thesis will not address typological claims like these since they are not affected by the claims regarding dominant word order.

3.3.2 Universals Based on Dominant Word Order

Of the forty-five typological claims made by Greenberg, eleven relate directly to dominant word order:

*Universal 1* - In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant order is almost always one in which the subject precedes the object.

*Universal 3* - Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.

*Universal 4.* With overwhelmingly greater than chance frequency, languages with normal SOV order are postpositional.

*Universal 5.* If a language has dominant SOV order and the genitive follows the governing noun, then the adjective likewise follows the noun.

*Universal 6* - All languages with dominant VSO order have SVO as an alternative or as the only alternative basic order.
Universal 7. If in a language with dominant SOV order, there is no alternative basic order, or only OSV as the alternative, then all adverbial modifiers of the verb likewise precede the verb.

Universal 10. Question particles or affixes, when specified in position by reference to a particular word in the sentence, almost always follow that word. Such particles do not occur in languages with dominant order VSO.

Universal 12 - If a language has dominant order VSO in declarative sentences, it always puts interrogative words or phrases first in interrogative word questions; if it has dominant order SOV in declarative sentences, there is never such an invariant rule.

Universal 16. In languages with dominant order VSO, an inflected auxiliary always precedes the main verb. In languages with dominant order SOV, an inflected auxiliary always follows the main verb.

Universal 17. With overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, languages with dominant order VSO have the adjective after the noun.
Universal 41. If in a language the verb follows both the nominal subject and nominal object as the dominant order, the language almost always has a case system.

3.4 Summary

To summarize this chapter, then, dominant word order cannot be determined for the Modern South Arabian Languages following Greenberg’s six-way typology. Subsequently, it is impossible to apply these universals to the Modern South Arabian Languages. In chapter 5, I will outline another word-order typology system that does allow the dominant word order of such languages to be determined. Then, in chapter 6, I will show how Greenberg’s universal implications can be formulated within this system so they can be applied to the Modern South Arabian Languages.
CHAPTER 4

DRYER’S FOUR-WAY TYPOLOGY

As shown in chapter 3, many of Greenberg’s implicational universals center around the six-way word-order typology shown in Table 5 and repeated here:

Table 6. Greenberg’s Six-way Typology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Subject-Verb-Object</th>
<th>Object-Verb-Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb-Subject-Object</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb-Object-Subject</td>
<td>Subject-Object-Verb</td>
<td>Object-Subject-Verb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in section 3.2, however, this approach is problematic in languages where clauses with both nominal subjects and nominal objects are extremely rare or where they indicate no dominant word order.

In section 4.1 of this chapter, I present Dryer’s (1997) approach to word-order typology. I show that the separate analysis of nominal subjects and objects offers many advantages in classifying languages. I conclude this chapter in section 4.2 outlining the eight arguments Dryer presents supporting his typology.
4.1 Dryer’s Four-Way Typology

Dryer (1997) proposes a different approach to characterizing word order in clauses, namely, two sets of binary distinctions. These binary distinctions are the order of the nominal subject and the verb, and the order of the verb and the nominal object. Using these binary distinctions allows us to use clauses which contain just two of the three components. For instance, clauses with only verb and nominal subject can be used to determine order of subject and verb, and clauses with only verb and nominal object can be used to determine the order of verb and object. Coupling the two binary distinctions allows classification of a language.

Use of this approach results in four types: VS&VO, SV&VO, SV&OV and VS&OV. Dryer essentially collapses Greenberg’s six types into four types as shown in the following table:

Table 7. Correspondences between Dryer’s and Greenberg’s Classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dryer’s Classification</th>
<th>Greenberg’s Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VS&amp;VO</td>
<td>VSO and VOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV&amp;VO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV&amp;OV</td>
<td>SOV and OSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS&amp;OV</td>
<td>OVS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While Dryer does not apply the four-way typology to Greenberg’s implicational universals, establishing correspondences in this manner allows substitutionary application of the classification into Greenberg’s universals. This could then yield falsifiable predictions from Greenberg’s implicational universals.

4.2 Dryer’s Eight Arguments

In presenting this four-way typology of dominant word order, Dryer (1997) presents eight arguments favoring his approach over Greenberg’s. These arguments are as follows:

Argument 1: This approach allows easy classification of languages which are indeterminately VSO/VOS; they are simply VS&VO.

Argument 2: There is no evidence that the difference between VSO and VOS languages is predictive of anything. The properties that are typical of VSO languages are apparently also typical of VOS languages, and hence VSO and VOS are best treated as belonging to the same type. In this system, they are both VS&VO.

Argument 3: The difference between VSO and VOS order is a relatively unstable one, both orders being commonly found as dominant orders within the same
language family and within the same linguistic area. In this system there is no difference between the two orders.

Argument 4: In some languages, the traditional six-way typology is based on a clause type that occurs relatively infrequently, while the proposed typology is based on clause types that occur much more frequently. This is because in Dryer’s system, clauses having only nominal S or only nominal O are relevant to the typology.

Argument 5: There are many languages which have word order sufficiently flexible that they are impossible to classify by the traditional typology but which are still classifiable by the proposed typology. This is because clauses with only nominal subject or nominal object might be less variable in their order than three-element clauses, and because a larger number of clauses can be used to determine the dominant word order.

Argument 6: There are other languages with word order even more flexible but which are still classifiable either for the order of subject and verb or for the order of object and verb. Greenberg’s typology cannot look at just the subject
or just the object, so it cannot be sensitive to situations in which the order of one of the two is variable, but the other is not.

Argument 7: The proposed typology is superior because it isolates the order of the object and verb, the more fundamental typological parameter in terms of word order correlations.

Argument 8: The traditional typology suffers because it overlooks the order of subject and verb in intransitive clauses, even though the order in such clauses is occasionally different from the order of subject and verb in transitive clauses, and even though intransitive clauses containing a nominal subject are much more common than transitive clauses containing a nominal subject. The ability to use intransitive clauses in determining the typology arises from the fact that all clauses containing a nominal subject are used to determine the order of subject and verb, regardless of whether the clause has a nominal object.

In chapter 3 I showed that the Modern South Arabian Languages are model languages for Argument 4 where three-element clause types are so rare as to make classification according to Greenberg’s typology difficult.
CHAPTER 5

THE FOUR-WAY TYPOLOGY APPLIED

Dryer’s four-way typology of dominant word order makes it possible to categorize languages that would be difficult to categorize within Greenberg’s six-way framework. In this chapter I show that the Modern South Arabian Languages are languages that benefit from Dryer’s typology. Each language will be dealt with individually, in each case demonstrating the problems of Greenberg’s approach and the classification made possible by Dryer’s approach.

5.1 Applying the Four-way Typology to Mehreyyet

The first step in determining the dominant word order in the text is to categorize the word order in each of the 195 clauses.

As noted in chapter 3, a complexity of Mehreyyet’s inflectional morphology is that the language binds number, gender and person into highly efficient affixes. This results in many clauses that only contain the verb or clauses with the verb and affixes denoting subject or object as the following example shows.
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Example 8. Mehreyyet Line 28d.

\[
\begin{align*}
&u \quad \text{weze'mej} \\
&\text{and} \quad \text{they.allowed.him}
\end{align*}
\]

and they did.

In this example, the subject and object are contained within the verb so that the entire clause consists of only a conjunction and a verb. The frequent occurrence of these types of clauses reduces the number of two-element and three-element clauses available to work with.

As further shown in chapter 3, there are only two clauses with all three elements, verb, subject and object, in the whole text. Of these, two different orders are represented, namely, VOS and VSO. These instances were mentioned in chapter three, but since there are only two instances, they are included here:

VOS

we-ˈleːlem teh haːgeroːn
and-took him slaves

and the slaves took him.

Example 7. Mehreyyet Line 91a.

VSO

ħeˈfawr haːgeroːn bajr
they.dug the.slaves well

The slaves dug a well.

Using Greenberg’s typology, it is impossible to determine the dominant word order from this corpus. Conversely, Dryer’s typology does allow the dominant word order to be established even on this text of only 195 clauses.

The following chart shows the distribution of subject/verb order in two and three-element clauses and of object/verb order in two and three-element clauses in both transitive and intransitive clauses:
Table 8. Mehreyyet Clauses with Nominal Subject and/or Object

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VO</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>83.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common ordering of subject and verb, VS, is represented by the following example:


tɛː nehor ˈtˤajt ʔaːmoːr heh  hoːkem
then day one said to.him ruler

Then one day the ruler said to him,

An example of the less common SV word ordering is as follows:

Example 10. Mehreyyet Line 1a.

xetˤeːrat ba newaːs jesuːken b-arħeːt
once Abu.Nuwas was.living in-land

Once Abu Nuwas was living in a place

The following example shows VO ordering, the only possible ordering of verb and object:
Example 11. Mehreyyet Line 8d.

I shall call the ruler

Only two of the 195 clauses are three-element clauses, but two-element and three-element clauses together represent a total of 53 clauses. Given the figures in Table 8, determining the dominant word order is straightforward using Dryer’s typology.

VS clauses comprise 83% (29) of clauses with a subject (35) in two and three-element clauses. On the other hand, SV clauses represent only 17% (6) of clauses with a nominal subject. This shows that Mehreyyet is clearly VS in its dominant word order.

Regarding sentences with a nominal object, VO sentences comprise 100% (20) in two and three-element clauses. There are no examples of OV clauses in the text. This shows that Mehreyyet is clearly VO in dominant word ordering.

Together, these comparisons show clearly that Mehreyyet has a dominant word order of VS&VO.
While it was not possible to establish a dominant word order using Greenberg’s typology, using Dryer’s typology it is evident that the dominant word order is VS&VO.

5.2 Applying the Four-way Typology to Geblet

While the Geblet text is much shorter than the Mehreyyet text with only 43 clauses, Dryer’s typology is still able to establish a dominant word order. There is only one clause with all three elements, which has an SVO in order. On the other hand, there are eleven clauses with two or three elements. This is a limited number and the conclusions from these clauses cannot be assumed to be as strong as those based on the larger texts of Mehreyyet and Saqatari. That being said, a dominant word ordering is still evident using Dryer’s typology.

The following table illustrates the distribution of subject/verb and object/verb in both transitive and intransitive clauses in the text:

| Table 9. Geblet Clauses with Nominal Subject and/or Object |
|----------------|------|------|
| VO             | 5    | 83%  |
| OV             | 1    | 17%  |
| VS             | 4    | 67%  |
| SV             | 2    | 33%  |
For sentences with a subject (6), 67% (4) have VS ordering and 33% (2) have SV ordering. Though the conclusion is not as strong in Geblet as in Mehreyyet or Saqatari, Geblet appears to have VS as its dominant order in clauses with a subject.

For sentences with an object (6), 83% (5) have VO word ordering. There is one example of OV word ordering which comprises 17% of the clauses. For sentences with an object, Geblet exhibits a dominant word order of VO.

Together, these two comparisons show that Geblet has VS&VO as its dominant word order.

5.3 Applying the Four-way Typology to Saqatari

Finally, an almost identical situation presents itself with Saqatari. Of the 211 clauses total in the text, only one has three elements and it happens to be SVO word order. However, thirty-six transitive and intransitive clauses have two elements. The following table summarizes distribution of subject/verb and object/verb in two and three-elements clauses:
Table 10. Saqatari Clauses with Nominal Subject and/or Object

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VO</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For clauses with a subject (22), 82% (18) have VS ordering. The number with SV ordering comprises 18% (4) of two and three-element clauses. Saqatari clearly appears to have VS as its dominant word order in clauses with a subject.

For sentences with an object (16), 100% have VO word ordering. There are no examples of OV word ordering in two or three-element clauses. For sentences with an object, Saqatari certainly exhibits a dominant word order of VO.

It is clear, then, that the dominant word order using the four-way typology is VS&VO in Saqatari.

5.4 Summary

In all three languages, VS&VO is the dominant word order typology. This contrasts with the situation as determined using the six-way typology. In the six-way typology, in Mehreyyet both three-element clauses are verb-initial which reflects the
conclusions here. However, the one clause in Geblet and the one clause in Soqotri with three elements are SVO. So, Dryer’s typology not only allows us to determine dominant word order on a more common construction, it also allows us to show the unity of these three languages.
CHAPTER 6

REFORMULATING GREENBERG’S UNIVERSALS

In chapter 3 I showed that it was impossible to apply eleven of Greenberg’s implicational universals to MSAL due to problems in determining dominant word. Then, in chapter 4 and 5 I showed that it was possible to determine dominant word order using Dryer’s six-way word order typology. Dryer did not, however, attempt to apply this word order typology to Greenberg’s implicational universals. In this chapter I discuss Greenberg’s universals that address dominant word order and show how they might be reformulated using Dryer’s typology. Each universal is then assessed as to whether these predictions of the reformulated universals hold true in Modern South Arabian Languages.

6.1 The Process of Reformulating Universals

In section 4.1.1 I showed that Dryer collapsed Greenberg’s six-way classification of dominant word order into a four-way classification. Since this is relevant to the remainder of this chapter, I repeat table 7 here:
Table 11. Correspondences between Dryer’s and Greenberg’s Classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dryer’s Classification</th>
<th>Greenberg’s Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VS&amp;VO</td>
<td>VSO and VOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV&amp;VO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV&amp;OV</td>
<td>SOV and OSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS&amp;OV</td>
<td>OVS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the rest of this chapter I will reformulate all the universals that refer to dominant word order in terms of Dryer’s classifications. For each reformulated universal, I will determine whether it applies to the Modern South Arabian languages and, when appropriate, the reformulated implicational universals will be tested against the Modern South Arabian Languages.

6.2  Reformulating Greenberg’s Universal 1

Universal 1. In declarative sentences with nominal subject and object, the dominant order is almost always one in which the subject precedes the object.

Dryer (1997) focuses his typology on the subject/verb order and the object/verb order which he sees to be the more fundamental typological parameters regarding word order correlations. As such, his typology says nothing about the order of the subject and object. It is impossible, then, to restate or assess Universal 1 in Dryer’s typology. Since
this universal can only be applied in three-element clauses, it is irrelevant using the
Four-way typology. The key elements in the Four-way typology are the relationship
between verb and subject and the relationship between verb and object. Dryer (1997)
argues that the order of subject and object in verb-initial, three-element clauses are not
predictive of anything, so the fact that Universal 1 cannot be applied is not seen as a
problem for Dryer.

6.3 Reformulating Greenberg’s Universal 3

Universal 3 links the dominant word order with the placement of adpositions,
specifically, prepositions:

Universal 3. Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.

In the reformulated universal the classification VS&VO is used in place of the
three-element order VSO:

Reformulated Universal 3. Languages with dominant VS&VO order are always
prepositional.
Before discussing the universal itself, it will be helpful to address some important morphosyntactic issues that relate to adpositions and proclitics in Modern South Arabian Languages.

6.3.1 Adpositions in Modern South Arabian Languages

When an adposition is explicitly used as a separate word in Mehreyyet, Geblet and Saqatari, it is a preposition. The following is an example from Mehreyyet:


\[
\text{aːmoːr } \text{ḥoːkem } \text{«hɛːɬen } \text{ðoːmeh } \text{men } \text{ɣeroːj } \text{ʃuːk»}
\]

said  ruler  what  this  from  what  you.said

The ruler said, “What are you talking about?”

A second Mehreyyet example shows the identical use of a preposition outside reported speech:


\[
\text{u } \text{χe’lawbeh } \text{berk } \text{ʃetˤfeːt}
\]

and  they.overturned.him  in  basket

and overturned him into a basket

Likewise, Geblet is completely consistent in using only prepositions. For example:

b-ˈher  kˈɛlʃak  t-ọʃ  ʕak̚  sʰaˈlət  jəmˈtesaʔ
and-if  you.allow  to-it  in  bowl  it.melts

and if you leave it in a bowl, it will melt.

Similarly, Saqatari uses prepositions in every instance in the narrative as the following example shows:


ʕomar  (h)-ihin  ʔini  bile  (l)-ha  (di)-ten
he.said  (to)-them  is.there  any  (to)-place  (of)-you

bi  bilad
in  country

“Hai,” he said, “is there any thing [that] happened here in your country?”

6.3.2 Proclitics

One complexity in all three languages is that Mehreyyet, Geblet and Saqatari make heavy use of affixes on the noun. These affixes function syntactically like adpositions though it seems from the transcriptions that they are phonologically bound.

The place of the affix, that is, preceding the noun, is of note because they exhibit the same syntactic position as prepositions that are separate words. The following Saqatari
example, which is typical of all three languages, contains seven of these proclitics with pronouns as well as nouns:

Example 16. Saqatari Lines 17a-c.

ʕomor «wa ho ʔerimːo dije 〈bismila〉
he.said and I if good bismilla

“And I too, if bismilla is good,

ʔendark ḥa-k min-e b-ʕejni
stake to-you from-me with-my.eyes

will give you my eyes,

wa min-e b-jidi wa min-e b-ʕirʕon
and from-me with-my.arms and from-me with-my.legs

and my arms, and my legs to do the same,” the other friend said.

Since the intent of Greenberg’s universals is to compare only uses of separate words, this discussion, too, will be limited to use of adpositions as separate words. Whether these affixes are separate words (in which case the transcription is incorrect) or bound words in the same relative position as prepositions, however, the claims regarding Universal 3 are the same.
6.3.3 Evaluating the Reformulated *Universal 3*

This reformulated universal claimed that languages with dominant VS&VO order are always prepositional which holds true in the Modern South Arabian Languages. Simply reformulating a universal that was not applicable to Modern South Arabian Languages using Greenberg’s typology results in a universal that is not only relevant, but is correct in its implicational predictions in every instance in the texts.

6.4 Reformulating *Universal 4*

The following universal addresses the link between one three-element word order and postpositional languages:

*Universal 4.* With overwhelmingly greater than chance frequency, languages with normal SOV order are postpositional.

The reformulated universal was constructed by using Dryer’s corresponding classification in place of the three-element classification in the universal:

*Reformulated Universal 4.* With overwhelmingly greater than chance frequency, languages with normal SV&OV order are postpositional.

Since none of the Modern South Arabian Languages has a dominant SV&OV order, this universal is not pertinent to this discussion.
6.5 Reformulating *Universal 5*

This universal addresses the correlation between the Modifier-Head word order of possessors, and the order of adjectives and nouns, within a particular word order:

*Universal 5.* If a language has dominant SOV order and the genitive follows the governing noun, then the adjective likewise follows the noun.

The reformulated universal was created by replacing Greenberg’s three-element classification with Dryer’s corresponding classification:

Reformulated Universal 5. If a language has dominant SV&OV order and the genitive follows the governing noun, then the adjective likewise follows the noun.

Again, since none of the Modern South Arabian Languages has a dominant SV&OV word order, this universal is not relevant to this thesis.

6.6 Reformulating Greenberg’s *Universal 6*

The following universal links two different three-element word orders as alternatives:

*Universal 6* - All languages with dominant VSO order have SVO as an alternative or as the only alternative basic order.
The reformulated universal was constructed by substituting the four-way classifications, VS&VO and SV&VO, in place of the respective three-element orders VSO and SVO.

Reformulated Universal 6. All languages with dominant VS&VO order have SV&VO as an alternative or the only alternative basic word order.

Within Dryer’s four-way word order typology, I demonstrated in chapter 5 that all three languages are VS&VO languages. Given that, this reformulated universal satisfies the Modern South Arabian Languages as they are represented in these texts, since they all have SV&VO as an alternative word order. Geblet also has a solitary instance of OV as an alternative word order, but this is permitted by the universal.

6.7 Reformulating Greenberg’s Universal 7

This universal discusses the relationship between dominant word order and the relation between adverbial modifiers to the verb:

Universal 7. If in a language with dominant SOV order, there is no alternative basic order, or only OSV as the alternative, then all adverbial modifiers of the verb likewise precede the verb.
The reformulated universal is created by substituting Dryer’s classifications for Greenberg’s corresponding three-element classifications. It will be noted that the exclusion clause “or only OSV as the alternative” is made redundant in the reformulated universal. Dryer’s classifications do away with the possible alternative word order OSV since Dryer’s classification for SOV and OSV is identical, namely, SV&OV. This gives the following reformulated universal:

Reformulated Universal 7. If in a language with dominant SV&OV order, there is no alternative basic order, then all adverbial modifiers of the verb likewise precede the verb.

Since none of these languages have a dominant SV&OV word ordering, this universal is not relevant to them.

6.8 Reformulating Greenberg’s Universal 10

Universal 10 correlates dominant word order with the order of question particle in yes/no questions:

Universal 10. Question particles or affixes, when specified in position by reference to a particular word in the sentence, almost always follow that word. Such particles do not occur in languages with dominant order VSO.
The reformulated universal was constructed by substituting the classification VS&VO for the three-element classification VSO.

_Reformulated Universal 10._ Question particles or affixes, when specified in position by reference to a particular word in the sentence, almost always follow that word. Such particles do not occur in languages with dominant order VS&VO.

The only part of this universal relevant to the Modern South Arabian Languages pertains is the second half, namely, that yes/no question particles whose position is specified with reference in position to another word do not exist in these languages.

Since I demonstrated in chapter 5 that the Modern South Arabian Languages have a dominant word order of VS&VO, it would be expected that such yes/no question particles or affixes particles do not exist in these languages. This is the case as the following Mehreyyet example shows:

Example 17. Mehreyyet Line 32.

ʔaːmoːr «u heːt sˤeroːmeh bɛr sejérk k-hejniːθ»
said and you now PERF.TENSE going with-women

He said, “And have you just now been lying with the women?”

This example shows that there is no particle that is part of this yes/no question.
There are no examples of yes/no questions in the Geblet text, but the Saqatari questions likewise have no yes/no particles or affixes associated with them as this example shows:

Example 18. Saqatari Line 52.

ʕomar «qaqa het naʕa»
he.said brother you now

“Brother, it is you now?!” he asked.

These examples confirm that the implicational prediction of the reformulated universal holds true in the Modern South Arabian Languages. These languages have been shown to have a dominant word order of VS&VO, and they do not exhibit yes/no question particles or affixes. This is the expectation of the reformulated implicational universal.

6.9 Reformulating Greenberg’s *Universal 12*

This universal deals with the relationship between wh- question words and dominant word order:

*Universal 12* - If a language has dominant order VSO in declarative sentences, it always puts interrogative words or phrases first in interrogative word
questions; if it has dominant order SOV in declarative sentences, there is never such an invariant rule.

In the reformulated universal, the classifications VS&VO and SV&OV were substituted for the two three-element classifications VSO and SOV.

Reformulated Universal 12. If a language has dominant order VS&VO in declarative sentences, it always puts interrogative words or phrases first in interrogative word questions; if it has dominant order SV&OV in declarative sentences, there is never such an invariant rule.

All of the Modern South Arabian Languages are VS&VO languages. The apodosis of this reformulated universal holds true for most interrogative word questions observed in these texts. Following is an example from each of the three languages of a typical question with question words.
Mehreyyet


\[\text{aːmor} \quad \text{ḥoːkem} \quad \text{«} \quad \text{ḥeːtən} \quad \text{ðoːmeh} \quad \text{men} \quad \text{ɣeːrøj} \quad \text{ʃuːk} \text{»} \]

said  ruler  \textbf{what}  this  from  what  you.said

The ruler said, “What are you talking about?”

The position of the question word is first in the question itself, as predicted by the recast universal.

Geblet


\[\text{ʕõr} \quad \text{ˈh-eʃ} \quad \text{ˈjoʔ} \quad \text{«} \quad \text{ko} \quad \text{ˈhɛt} \text{»} \]

he.\text{said}  to-him  \text{people}  \textbf{why}  you

people said to him: What’s up with you?

The position of the question word in this question is again first in the question itself, as predicted by the recast universal.
Saqatari


ʔomar «qaqaʔifol ta qhon
he.said brother how it was

“How could it be?

A more literal free translation likely expresses something closer to, “Brother, how is that?” I am not analyzing the word qaqa as part of the clause because as a vocative it is an extra-clusual element.

6.9.1 Counter-examples

While every wh-question in the Geblet and Saqatari texts, and most wh-questions in Mehreyyet place the interrogative word first in the question clause, there are two examples in the Mehreyyet text that appear to contradict this universal. The most direct of these is:

Example 22. Mehreyyet Line 100c.

tɛː wisˤel ħoːkemʔaːmoːr «heːt moːn»
when he.reached ruler said you who

When he came to the ruler he (the ruler) said, “Who are you?”

The second example shows a parallel construction for this particular interrogative word:
Example 23. Mehreyyet Line 64.

ʔaːmoːr «het ber moːn»
said you son who

He said, “Whose son are you?”

These two instances directly counter the prediction of the universal. Without an explanation for these counter-examples, the universal would be falsified because the universal claims that a VS&VO language “always puts interrogative words or phrases first in interrogative word questions.”

This is a question that further analysis in the discourse of the language might answer, but a possible explanation is proffered here. Example 23 above could be translated ‘you [are] son of whom?’ In this case, the question, ‘Who are you?’ may simply be an alternative genitive construction expressed as N N (Noun Noun) rather than having an explicit possessor. An example of this is found in the very next line of the text:

ʔaːmoːr «hoː ber felaːn ber felaːn» said I son N son N

He said, “I am the son of N son of N”

This example shows how the genitive can simply be expressed as N N in Mehreyyet.

Another example in the text is:

Example 24. Mehreyyet Line 80a.

tɛː men ʔaːr 'warx li:bes b-aːmen'dawχ w-adʒen'bejjet then from top month he.put.on with-the.rifle and-dagger

we-kseweːt gidet
and-clothes fine

Then after a month he put on the rifle and dagger and fine clothes.

This example shows again the genitive construction N N in the prepositional phrase ‘from the.top [of] the.month.’ This construction illustrates how the original phrase ‘you [are] son of.whom?’ can indicate a genitive construction. From this, it is understood that *het mən* in example 22 can reasonably be understood as ‘you [are] of.whom?’

Agafonov (personal correspondence) affirms that this is the case in both Arabic and in Saqatari by explaining the question *het ber mən* asks “about the tribe of the
person who is naturally ‘a son’ of his [tribe].” He adds, “The answer is the name of the tribe.”

Cowan (1994:1084) supports Agafonov in that the identical word is used for ‘who’ and ‘whom’ in Arabic, namely, \textit{m\text{\textsc{n}}}n. This substantiates the likelihood that this construction expresses a N N genitive construction. In this particular case in Mehreyyet, \textit{he\text{\textsc{t}} m\text{\textsc{om}}} can be seen as a shortened form of \textit{he\text{\textsc{t}} ber m\text{\textsc{om}}} which asks which person or tribe the man is from.

Another possibility to explain these counter-examples is that perhaps this particular question word, \textit{m\text{\textsc{om}}}, cannot come first in the clause. Though there are not examples of this word in the Mehreyyet text, the corresponding word in Saqatari is used initially in clauses as the following example shows:

Example 25. Saqatari Line 53b.

\begin{verbatim}
mon   d-\textit{\textsc{irqa\text{\textsc{h}}}}  ha-k  d-et  \textit{\textsc{ejni}}  who  which-corrected  to-you of-you eyes
\end{verbatim}

Who returned you your eyes,

Considering that the words are nearly identical and share the same meaning, this usage in Saqatari indicates it is likely that \textit{m\text{\textsc{om}}} is used clause initially in Mehreyyet as well.
In this case, the explanation given above based on the genitive construction is perhaps a better explanation than that the word is specially used clause-finally.

There may be other explanations as well or it may be that these exceptions in Mehreyyet falsify the reformulated universal. Even with the explanations for the exceptions, it seems that the universal is falsified in its absolute claim that such languages “always [put] interrogative words or phrases first.” As such, the absolute claim likely needs to be weakened. This would be an area for future research.

6.9.2 A Summary of *Universal 12*

Most examples of interrogative words hold true to the reformulation of *Universal 12*. The two exceptions to this in the Mehreyyet examples have an alternative genitive construction as a possible explanation rather than the interrogative particle word order expected from typological conclusions.

Even with that explanation, however, Mehreyyet seems to show that *Universal 12* is too restrictive in the scope of its absolute claims.

While the second part of the universal cannot be tested since none of these languages have the dominant word order of SV&OV, the first part of the reformulated
universal can be tested. Applying it to these languages potentially brings into question the extent to which the claims in the reformulated implication are universal.

6.10 Reformulation of Universal 16

This universal deals with dominant word order and inflected auxiliaries:

Universal 16. In languages with dominant order VSO, an inflected auxiliary always precedes the main verb. In languages with dominant order SOV, an inflected auxiliary always follows the main verb.

The reformulated universal is created by substituting Dryer’s corresponding classifications for Greenberg’s three-element classifications:

Reformulated Universal 16. In languages with dominant order VS&VO, an inflected auxiliary always precedes the main verb. In languages with dominant order SV&OV, an inflected auxiliary always follows the main verb.

Though the languages are VS&VO, there are no examples of inflected auxiliaries in the texts. Therefore, this universal is not relevant to the discussion in this thesis.
Greenberg’s *Universal 17* addresses the relation between dominant word order and the order of adjectives and nouns:

*Universal 17.* With overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, languages with dominant order VSO have the adjective after the noun.

This universal was reformulated by substituting the classification VS&VO for the three-element classification VSO.

*Reformulated Universal 17.* With overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, languages with dominant order VS&VO have the adjective after the noun.

Unfortunately, use of adjectives in these narratives is rare; in fact, there are no examples of adjectives in the Geblet text to analyze. In Mehreyyet and Saqatari, however, the position of adjectives conforms to the reformulated universal.

The first of three instances of adjectives in Mehreyyet is:

Then after a month he put on the rifle and dagger and fine clothes.

The adjective *gidet* modifies the preceding noun *kseweit* in the order N-Adj. Another example that demonstrates this consistent N-Adj order is:

Example 27. Mehreyyet Line 100a.

Then he put on fine clothes

All three Mehreyyet examples show the same N-Adj order.

Likewise, Saqatari illustrates the same N-Adj ordering as is seen in this example:
Example 28. Saqatari Line 90.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{w-ol} & \quad \text{tʃiraq} (tʃaqq) & \text{ʕaf} & \quad \text{l-igda} & \quad \text{tˤotˤ} & \quad \text{qho} \text{bč} \\
\text{and-not} & \quad \text{it.will.emerge} & \quad \text{until} & \quad \text{MOOD-bring} & \quad \text{one} & \quad \text{sheep}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{hahir} \quad sˤuleb \quad d-ol \quad \text{ther (tˤoy l-ther)} \\
\text{black} \quad \text{slaughtered} \quad \text{at-the} \quad \text{door (at one door)}

It will not emerge until they bring a black sheep and slaughter it at the door.

The second Saqatari example is very similar, again with the N-Adj ordering:

Example 29. Saqatari Line 131.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ʕo} \text{mar} & \quad \text{gida} \text{hin} & \quad \text{ʔinhi} & \quad \text{tˤotˤ} & \quad \text{qho} \text{bč} & \quad \text{hahir} \\
\text{he.said} & \quad \text{give.(pl.)} & \quad \text{me} & \quad \text{one} & \quad \text{sheep} & \quad \text{black}
\end{align*}
\]

the man said, “now, give me a black sheep!”

The final example of N-Adj in Saqatari is:
Example 30. Saqatari Line 153.

\[
\text{zikaʔ} \quad \text{li-la} \quad \text{kol} \quad \text{digdege} \quad \text{faḥro} \quad \text{dfi-na}
\]

nothing \hspace{1cm} at-place \hspace{1cm} except \hspace{1cm} plain \hspace{1cm} red \hspace{1cm} this-of.it

\[
\text{faḥro}
\]

valley

Now there is nothing at this place, only a red desert valley.

These examples show consistent N-Adj word ordering as predicted by the reformulated universal.

Once again, the predictions of the reformulated implicational universal are seen to be true in the narratives.

6.12 Reformulation of Universal 41

This universal relates the dominant word order to the presence of case systems:

*Universal 41.* If in a language the verb follows both the nominal subject and nominal object as the dominant order, the language almost always has a case system.

Recasting the universal entails limiting the universal to the specific classification that is described, namely, SV&OV:
Reformulated Universal 41. In SV&OV languages, the language almost always has a case system.

None of the Modern South Arabian Languages has SV&OV as the dominant word ordering, so this universal is not relevant to the Modern South Arabian Languages.

6.13 Chapter Conclusion

As noted above, the difficulties in classifying this group of languages in terms of Greenberg’s six-way typology made it impossible to apply Greenberg’s universals to those languages.

Using Dryer’s Four-way typology, however, we were able to classify these languages as VS&VO. In this chapter, Greenberg’s implicational universals have been reformulated in terms of Dryer’s Four-way typology making them applicable to these languages. The resulting reformulated universals, then, have been applied to the Modern South Arabian Languages as appropriate. While it was not possible to reformulate Universal 1, I have shown that it is possible to reformulate the other universals which make reference to dominant word order. The result of this approach is that all but one of the reformulated universals hold true in the Modern South Arabian Languages.
CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF THE FOUR-WAY TYPOLOGY

7.1  Formal Analysis of the Typology of Modern South Arabian Languages

In this thesis I have presented a typological analysis of the Modern South Arabian Languages. Whereas researchers to date have focused on other linguistic disciplines such as phonology, semantics or syntax, I have taken the application of typology to these languages beyond the cursory one or two sentences. By applying Dryer’s Four-way typology to the Modern South Arabian Languages, this thesis opens the door to further analysis based on these conclusions.

7.2  Preparation of Texts for Analysis

Further, this thesis has provided a consistent representation of transcriptions of audio recordings. This notation allows for consistent comparison across the three languages at hand by unifying numerous complex and often conflicting systems of notation used over the last 180 years.
Additionally, this thesis provides texts in these languages that are interlinearized with newly aligned word-for-word glosses. Consistent notations show distinctions between morphemes represented in the source text.

7.3 The Challenges That the Modern South Arabian Languages Represent

As Dryer (1997) points out in his arguments for his Four-way typology, certain languages do not contain enough examples in ordinary usage to identify a “dominant” word order pattern. Consequently, these languages cannot be accurately categorized using Greenberg’s six-way typology. Following Dryer’s analysis, I have shown that problems arise in trying to apply Greenberg’s six-way typology to the Modern South Arabian Languages to determine a dominant word order. Because of these problems, many of the basic implicational universals proposed by Greenberg cannot be applied in the Modern South Arabian Languages.

In contrast to the problems encountered applying Greenberg’s typology, I have demonstrated that Dryer’s four-way approach to determining dominant word order yields reliable predictions for all three languages, thus allowing typological analysis of languages that were otherwise indeterminate as to their dominant word order.

7.5 Reformulating Greenberg’s Language Universals in the Four-way Typology
Using Dryer’s four-way approach to dominant word order results in an ability to classify previously problematic languages. As I have shown, it is also possible to reformulate typological universals in terms of the four-way typology so that they can be applied to all of the world’s languages. Harnessing the valuable implicational predictions merges the benefits of Greenberg’s implicational universals and Dryer’s approach to word-order typology.
APPENDICES
APPENDIX A

MEHREYYET TEXT

The Mehreyyet text is text 20 from the work of T.M. Johnstone, titled “Abū Nuwās and the sandals” (Stroomer 1999:40-47). Stroomer (2004:xv) explains that his aim in the Mehreyyet volume was to follow Johnstone’s personal notations during his field work as closely as possible. The original consists of pages of numbered lines in the source language with facing pages of corresponding numbered lines with the free translation.

1a xeṭ-eraːt ba newaːs jesuːken b-arhebeːt
once Abu.Nuwas was.living with-land
\[\text{Once Abu Nuwas was living in a place}\]

1b u ɪ-d’ixaːwed hād ḥoːkem d-arhebeːt
and of-employment PRESENCE ruler of-land
\[\text{and in employment with the ruler of the place.}\]
Then one day the ruler said to him,

“Bring me my sandals from the women.”

He said, “Very well.”

He went away

Then when he reached the women he said,

“The ruler says to you,

'Let me go with you'."

They said,
“What kind of talk is this?

Are you mad or what?”

He said, “I am not mad.

The ruler desires offspring

and if you don't believe me

I shall call the ruler

and ask him.”

The women said,
call.him

“Call him.”

Then he called (him).

He said, “One or two?”

The ruler said, “Both.”

He said, “Did you hear?”

Then they gave him (themselves)

and Abu Nuwas went off.

Then he came to the ruler
and did not bring him his sandals.

He said, “Why didn't you bring my sandals?”

He said, “I couldn't manage any more.

I'm just one person

and I really couldn't do any more!”

The ruler said, “What are you talking about?”

Abu Nuwas said, “Didn't you say to me, 'Bring me my sandals'?”
The ruler said, “Yes, indeed!”

He said, “I went

and got to the two of them.”

He said, “Where are they?”

He said, “In their apartment

and I have had my fill of them.”

He said, “Tell me what you did!”

He said, “I did as you told me.”
28a sejerk te: 'wes'elek hejni:θ
I.went till I.arrived women

I went till I came to the women

28b ?a'merk hisen ?amor hiken hokem
I.said to.them says to.you ruler

and I said to them, 'The ruler says

28c azemen taj el-nekreken
allow me to-come.to.you

to let me come to you'

28d u weze'mej
and they.allowed.him

and they did.

29a u ber 'sˤayek tīk
and STATE I.called to.you

I called to you

29b w-a:merk 'hajni ke'lajt?
and-you.said to.me both

and you told me, 'Both!'

29c we-sˤeromeh ber tˤe'jebk»
and-now STATE enough

and now I have had enough.”

30 ?amor «he:len 'nakak»
said what nakak

He said, “What (do you mean by) nakak?”
Abu Nuwas said, “For us in our country nakak (means) going with women.”

He said, “And have you just now been lying with the women?”

He said, “How should I not when you ordered me to?”

Then the ruler went to the women

and asked them what had happened.

The women said, “Abu Nuwas came to us

and said to us, 'The ruler has told me to lie with you.'
We didn't believe him.

(but) then he called you

and said, 'One or two?'

(and) you said, 'Both of them!'"
he asked me only about sandals, he was just asking me about the sandals,

and I said to him both, so I told him 'both'.

But (now) I will have to throw him sea, fling him into the sea.”

Then they got hold of Abu Nuwas

and overturned him into a basket

and sewed him up in it.

The ruler said to the slaves, “Take him away to the sea!”
and away the slaves took him.

Then when they reached the sea coast they found the sea was on the ebb.

So they left him on the shore

and went to have their lunch.

Then when the tide came in,

they would throw him off a cliff.

Next, along came a man walking on the shore

with fifty goats.
He had a thousand Maria Theresa dollars, a rifle and dagger.

Then he found the basket.

He touched it.

and Abu Nuwas moved.

Then the man said to him, “What kind of a person are you?”

He said, “I'm a man who wants to meet our parents who have already died.”

He said, “How can anyone meet his parents who have died?”
He said, “I won't tell you.

I'm afraid you will expect me to let you into my basket.”

He said, “I beg you to tell me.”

He said, “If anyone goes into this basket he will meet his parents.

I got this basket from the angels.”

He said, “You should let me take your place.”
57 ʔamoːr «ˈabdän
said  never

He said, “Never.

58 hoː ɬaːtoːχek el-ˈhebje
I  miss  to-my.parents

I miss my parents.

59 ʔadi ɬiːnek tiːhem laː  men ˈwarx
PERFECTIVE  I.saw  them  not  from  month.

I haven't seen them for a month.

60a ɬiːnek tiːhem
I.saw  them

I saw them

60b u ˈredːek berk ʃetˤefetɪ
and  I.returned  in  my.basket

and came back in my basket.

61 u  men  hiːs ˈhebje moṭem ber ɬiːnek tiːhem xeˈmːoh
and  from  when  parents  death  STATE  I.saw  them  five

tˤewɔr»
times

Since my parents died I have seen them five times.”

62 ʔamoːr «ˈtewək ɬεχlei hoː  l-esir
said  you.ought  allow  me  to-go

He said, “You ought to let me go.
I have never seen my parents since they died.”

He said, “Whose son are you?”

He said, “I am the son of N. son of N”

He said, “Your father is fine

and in Paradise.

He was asking about you,

but I didn't know you before.

However, since you are the son of N. I will let you go,
but don't be long. I have been missing my parents.”

He said, “Not at all.”

Then he told him, “Untie (the basket) for me!”

He untied (the basket) for him

and he said, “Get in right away

and give the rifle, dagger, goats and dollars!”

He said, “Take (them)!”
Abu Nuwas said, “If people come to you wanting to throw you down,

look out that you don't speak

so that they could recognize your voice

and untie (the basket) for you

and tell the ruler.

Because the ruler would tell me off.

He has already asked me to let him into the basket,
we-ho: xożek»

and-I refused.him

but I refused.”

ʔaːmoː «'jɛ'jɛ»
said very.well

He said, “Very well.”

tɛː 'nakam hagerɔːn
then came slaves

Then the slaves came (back),

tɛː lelem teh
and.took him

took him away

then they.threw him from top cliff

and flung him off a cliff.

u ba newaːs sejuːr
and Abu Nuwas went

Abu Nuwas went off.

tɛː wisˤel a'beteχ ħxewelul
then he.arrived to.his.home he.stayed.there

When he got home he stayed there.
Then after a month he put on the rifle and dagger and fine clothes.

He took the goats to the market and sold the goats.

Then folk said, “That is Abu Nuwas.

He has turned out to be alive.”

Eventually the ruler found out (about him)

and sent for Abu Nuwas
then he came to come to him.

He said, “You are alive!”

He said, “Yes, indeed.”

He said, “Didn't the slaves fling you in the sea?”

He said, “Yes indeed!

But I met my parents in Paradise

and I returned

and came back.

They gave me fifty goats, a rifle and a dagger.”
He said, “You are a liar!”

He (the ruler) told the slaves to dig a well

and leave Abu Nuwas in it

and burn him with fire.

They said, “All right.”

The slaves dug a well

and Abu Nuwas dug from his own house

till he reached the well.
Then they said to Abu Nuwas, “Get down into the well!”

He said, “May He reward you.

I have been missing my parents.”

Abu Nuwas went down.

He had a bottle with him,

he left it in the well,

went into the tunnel

and got home.
96a  we-ħaːbuː  hewiːw  be-ðˤeːroːb  men  a'yawf  
and-people  threw  with-wood  from  above

The people threw down wood from above.

96b  te:  miːleʔ  a'bajr  sˤeːbxem  yaːz  
then  full  well  they.poured.on  petrol

Then when the well was full they poured on petrol

96c  we-txaːtˤem  biːhem  
and-they.ignited  them

and struck a match in (the firewood).

97a  we-ħaːbuː  sˤoːrem  
and-people  stood

The people stood there.

97b  toːli  neχeboːt  a'lawχet  
then  cracked  bottle

Then the bottle cracked.

98a  ?aː'mawr  «hemɛː  ħeroː  ð-ba  newas  feːχeɬ»  
they.said  hear  head  of-Abu.Nuwas  explode

They said, “Listen to the head of Abu Nuwas explode.”

98b  w-a'χafjem  
and-they.left

They turned away.

99  u  hah  ṭxeweluːl  warx  
and  he  stayed  month

He stayed put for a month.
Then he put on fine clothes

and went (out).

When he came to the ruler he (the ruler) said, “Who are you?”

He said, “I am Abu Nuwas.”

He said, “You didn't die (then)?”

He said, “No. I have come from my parents

and your parents are in Paradise

and they send you greetings.”
He said, “I want to go to them.”

Abu Nuwas said,

“Not at all.

If you go you will never come back to us.

when you find your parents and Paradise.”

Eventually they dug a well for him.

and burnt him.
They stayed (so) for two months.

Then the sons of the ruler came to Abu Nuwas.

They said, “Our father hasn't come (back).”

He said, “Your father won't come (away) from his parents and from Paradise.”

The ruler's sons said, “We want to go to him.”

He said, “All right.”

In the morning they burned the ruler's sons and their minister.
They said to Abu Nuwas, “Take over the government till we come (back) to you.”

Abu Nuwas ruled for a long time.

The tale is ended (here).
The Geblet text, titled “The Bedouin and ice,” is a narrative story from Hofstede’s (1998) dissertation. The original consists of two interlinear lines, the first being the source text and the second being morphological tagging with some word-for-word correspondences. A free translation in paragraph form follows the interlinear portion of the text.

Text 3. The Bedouin and ice

1a xat'aˈret ˈɣeig ˈber ɛ ˈamk ɛ-ˈʕumr-ɨʃ k-ˈiˈjɛ  
  once man was who in the-age-his with-the.camels(f)

bˈʔerːhɔn  
in.the.land

Once a man in the middle of his age was with the camels in our land

1b b əl ɬe ˈmi ˈkɛˈrib əˈlo  
and NEG thing water near NEG

and there was not any water nearby.
Then he was very thirsty.

He was still like that, when he saw a car and there were foreigners in it.

Then he stopped the car

and asked them for water

and pointed with his hand

Then they understood him that he wanted water

but they did not have water.

They had ice.
They gave him what would suffice

but he did not know ice.

He thought it was food.

He put it in his cloth

and went

till under a tree, he sat down

and took a little from it

and put it in his mouth.
Then he felt the cold in his teeth, he spat it out

he spat it out and threw the ice away

and ran away. When he came at his community running,

people said to him: What's up with you?

He said: I have met foreigners

and they gave me some kind of poison

while I asked them for water

and they gave me something, it is like sugar,
and extreme coldness

and its coldness

he went to take out teeth-me

almost took out my teeth.

Then his son understood that it was ice.

He said to him: Oh father!

That is ice

and if you leave it in a bowl, it will melt,

and it will be water.

Show it to me.
He said: Why?

His son said: I want to drink it.

And the boy went.

The old man swore: If you go to that poison, indeed I will kill you.

Before the foreigners will kill you, I will kill you.

Then his son talked him round till he let him go.

And he went. When he came, he found a little which has not yet melted
27b  ɓa  ʃuʃi
   and  he.drank

   and he drank it.

28  ɓa  ʃo'mut
   and  he.it.was.finished

   And it is finished.
APPENDIX C

SAQATARI TEXT

The Saqatari tale *Bismillah* was recorded and transcribed by Vladimir Agafonov (2007). It was told by Sa'ad al-Keshri, a student from Qalansiya, the second largest city of Soqotra. The recording was made in 1979-1980 and transcribed with the assistance of the narrator.

The original text consists of numbered lines of the original with interlinear lines of free translation, but no word-for-word correspondences or morphological tagging.

*Bismillah*

1  kana  tˤru  mutsˤahibi
   there.were  two  friends

   There were two friends.

2a  tˤaharo  tˤoj  jom  ʕomor  tˤot
    they.went  one  day  he.said  one

   One day one of them said
“Hey, brother! Do you want (us) to go for a walk?!

To that place on this plain?!”

“Yes, I do”, this friend said.

They went.

When they went the strong wind came and the whole place disappeared.

“Bismilla!” said the one.
"What do you say?!" asked his friend, "Your mind went mad!

Bismilla is bad!

[Bismilla is bad!]

Alla save your life!

"Bismilla is good!" the first friend said.

“No. It’s bad!” the second said,

“what will you stake when bismilla is good ?”

“If bismilla is bad
you will take off my eyes,

and break my arms

and my legs,”

the friend said. And you?”

“And I too, if bismilla is good,

will give you my eyes,

and my arms, and my legs to do the same,” the other friend said.

They went walking
and met a man who really was a Ginn.

[The Jinn said, “‘Bismilla’ is bad.”]

[Hey, Jinn! they said to him,]

“Hey, man!” they said to him,

“there is a dispute between us.

[We bet something.]

One of us says: bismilla is good

and the other said it is bad...”
The Jinn said, “Bismilla is bad!

Bad!”

“Bad?” they asked one more time.

“Yes, bad!” the Ginn said again.

“Now,” the first friend said, “I want you to take me to that doom-tree there and break off my eyes, break my arms and legs!”
"Yes," the second friend said.

They went to that tree.

That time the people kept their promises.

[They stayed there waiting.]

and there he took off his friend’s eyes,

broke his friend’s arms

and legs,

left him there and went away.
In the night there came dove-birds.

[Some of them are doves.]

The first of them said: “O, sisters!

If there was a blind man

and take a little blood of this tree

[and did this to his eyes,]

his eyes will recover.”

The second said: “O, sisters! If there was one
37b gišel mo-j hed
broken of-him arm

with broken arm

37c wa ųomer d-je di hed
and made of-him this arm

[and made of it this arm,]

37d ųomer (h)-is ha l-ha-ne di hojhi l-ha-na diʃ ħegara
made to-her here to-place-of.it this earth to-place-of.it this tree
d-ḥa
of-place

and make the earth from around this tree

37e tfiraqah he-j d-i hed»
corrected to-him of-him arm

to his arm – his arm will recover.”

38a ųomero tˤoj «qaqa l-ʕam ?ino tˤotˤ gišel čiř’on
she.said one sister MOOD-be(?) there.is one broken legs

And the third said: “O, sisters! If there was one with broken leg

38b wa qoðˤof diʃ min ħegara d-ḥa
and broke.of this from tree of-place

[and broke a piece from this tree here,]

38c wa ?irqah mo-s dʔr
and went.out of-it blood

and make a little blood of this tree
38d ūmar d-i d čir’on
made of-him his legs
to his leg

39 tʃiraḥ (tʃaḥ) ha-j d-hi čir’on
will.be.corrected to-him of-him legs

his leg will recover.”

40 ūmaʕ ʃuḥar
heard the.man

The man heard all this

41 loʕ ūmaʕ ʃuḥar ūmar te-nʕa
when heard the.man made so-now

and made as the birds said.

42a ūmar d-hi ʃejni
made of-him eyes

[he put it on his eyes]

42b ūmar te d-ʃoʒi
made with earth

[he made it with earth]

42c ūmar ūam qadom
made until saw

He broke the bark of the tree and made its blood to his eyes – and they returned to see.

43a ūmar te d-hi di hidi
made so of-him these arms

He put his arms
to the earth at the foot of the tree and they returned as they had been.

Then he made

its blood

[and broke the tree.]

to his broken legs –

and his legs returned to walk in full health.

[and his eyes]

[and he could see with his eyes]
and going of-him by legs

[and he could walk by his legs]

and eating of-him by arms

[and he could eat with his hands]

In the morning he went away

but soon he met his friend which he called “brother”

sitting by the well.

I want (some) water,

I have a thirst (am thirsty)."
but there was no leather pail to take some water from it.

“Brother, it is you now?!” he asked.

“How could it be?

Who returned you your eyes,
and your arms, and your legs?”

[He said, “Il-hamdu-lilla.”]

havn't you been saying that time bismilla (is) bad?!

good (is) bismilla!
57 ʕomar qetnaḥ ?enhi di-ho hidi wa di-ho çirʔon
made return to.me of.me arms and of.me legs

returned to me my two arms and my legs

58 ʕomar «mon d-kole ha-k»
he.said who which-cured to-you

he said who cured (they) for you?

59 ʕomar «ʔal ʔoðˤolaʕ ha-k
he.said when I.refuse to-you

“I would not tell you,” the first friend said.

60 ʔomar ʔel hasˤel dije «bismila»
he.said the result good bismilla

“The result is – bismilla is good!”

61 ʔomar «hejːa»
he.said let.it.be

he said let it be.

62 ʔomar «w-al ʔak taʕd (h)i-ki d-rijho
he.said and-the(?) want down to-us of-water

He said, “would you like to get down to take for us some water from the well

63 kor dije «bismila»
when good bismilla

when bismilla is good?!!

64 ʔomar «ʔaʕod (h)i-ki d-rijho»
he.said I.get to-us of-water

“Yes, I would,” the first friend said.
he said I come down with cord

he said I (will) go upon water for us (du.)!

(he) came down by a cord to make for them (du.) (some) water.

[He came down by a cord.]}

and said: “Bismilla!”

“Yes, do you say bismilla!?” his friend said.

[He came down.]}

He saw his friend is at the bottom of the well –

and cut the cord...
73 qosˤ qejd d-izˤem ṣuḥar buk naʕa
he.cut the.cord which-was.sitting.on the.man there now

[He cut the cord which the man was now sitting on.]

74 we ʕebher bi-s tˤofˤ dekf ʔizˤem ḥa-ne ṣuḥar
and the.well with-it one ledge sat place-of.it the.man

But the well had a small ledge over its water and the man sat down on it.

75a ʔizˤem di ʃom di-jelːa
he.sat this day of-Alla

He was sitting along the day of Alla until His night has come.

75b we di ʰte ʔaf tsˤabaḥ
and this time became morning

[And then came morning.]

76 gidaḥ ʔaχdem di jiʕemer d-jen d-jen d-irhon (d-irohon)
came servants these do of-them water of-them of-goats

When the night came on, two ginns arrived to the well.

77 ʕomar ʕam jistit ṣuḥar b-kane
he.said when they.see man with-inside

One of them said “May be there are people here - let us throw a stone!”

78 ʕomar ʔaħ qaqa reqah t-(h)o
he.said o brother take.out to-me

[He said, “O brother, take me out!”]
79 Leʔ bidik ho ʔol ta qhon
No lying I not was so

(1. The informant says his story line here is not true - "it was not so".)

80 ʔizʔem m-ol ʔad ʔizʔem (ʔizʔom) ʔam jeʔarah
he.sat of-not when sitting until it.come

[He sat there sitting all the while until it came,]

81 ʔam d-ħte gidaho da ha tru gini gijon (ʕ)
until which-time has.come to here two jinns came

[until the time came that here two jinns came.]

82a ʔomor tˤotˤ ʔomor ʔam ʔero bi ʔini ʔefe ha
said one he.said if someone with is.there people here

[One said, “There might be someone here.”]

82b qalaʕ bi hoben
throw with stone

[Throw a stone.]

83 qalaʕ bi hoben
throw with stone

[Throw a stone.]

84 ʃuħar ʔeqof ʔol dˤalaʕ ʔeqof
man silent not kept silent

The man kept silent, he didn't say a word ...

84 ʔomar ʔaħ qaqa ʔinim het naʔa ʃigek ha d-et bi haja
he.said oh brother what you now did.do here of-you with life

The second ginn said “O, brother, what did you do bad in your life?”
85a ʔomar ho ʔigʕork firhim d-sˤotˤhon
he.said I sickened daughter of-the.Sultan

“Well,” he said “I made the Sultan's daughter ill.

85b we ʔol tsorif ʔaf l-igo talat marat b-tadaʕ
and not she.recover until MOOD-beat three times at-back

And she will not recover untill they beat her three times at her back!

86 ʔomar wa heʔr l-irhadˤ d-raḥadˤ
he.said and today MOOD-treat of-treated

Today (one) tried to treat her, who treated -

87 we-ol tirefe
and-not she.recover

but she didn't recover."

88 ʔomar wa (ha)t
he.said and you

“And you?” he said.

89 ʔomar wa ho ʔaʕjofk χazine d-sˤotˤhon
he.said and I put.away a.treasury of-the.Sultan

“And I put a treasury of the Sultan away!

90 w-ol tʃiraʔah (tʃaqah) ʔaf 1-igdaḥ tˤotˤ ḵobč ḥahir sˤuleb
and-not it.will.emerge until MOOD-bring one sheep black slaughtered

d-ol ther (tˤoj l-ther)
at-the door (one at-door)

It will not emerge until they bring a black sheep and slaughter it at the door.
91 tfiraqah χazine
emerge the.treasury!

[The treasury will emerge!]

92 tfqaʕe χazine
appear the.treasury

Only then the treasury will appear!"

93 ṭomar suwaʔ
he.said good

“Good, it'll be enough," the first ginn said

94 ṭomar bes suwaʔ
he.said enough good

[He said, “Good enough.”]

95 ṭahejro
they.left

and they went away.

96 ṭam tsˤobah gidah ṭaydem d-sˤotˤhon jiʕamer riho
when morning came servants of-the.Sultan to.do water

[When morning came, the Sultan's servants came for water.]

97 wa jhe jitemeʕen wa jhe ʃuḥar sele jhe ʔidhan
and he hearing and he the.man picked.up his ears

But the man who was sitting in the well picked up his ears

98 ʔinim jeʕomer (h)e jenter jeʕomer-eʃ d-ki naʕa gijon
what say to-him of-us now jinn

and heard all what the ginns said.
In the morning the servants of the Sultan came to make water for His cows and camels.

[Here they watered them.]

[Here they did....]

“What has brought you here into the well?” they asked.

“I have fallen down,” the man said,

“now, take me off!”

And they took him off from the well by a leathern pail.
“Hai,” he said, “is there anything [that] happened here in your country?

Is there anyone ill, anyone suffering?”

“Ah,” they said, “there is

and are you a doctor?”

He said “Yes, I am a doctor.”

“The Sultan's daughter is ill,” they said,

[She is ill,]
114a l-irhad\(^9\) d-rohad\(^9\)
MOOD-treat who-treated

tried to treat her who treated

114b wa ?ol tirofe ?ol tirofe
and not recover not recover

but she didn't recover."

115 ¿omar heja
he.said come.on

“Well," he said, “come on!"

116a tˤahar
he.went.down

[He went down.]

116b gedah mo sˤotˤhon
came to the.Sultan

When they came to the Sultan

116c ¿amar (ninhi) ?inim ša-k
said Lord what is.there.with.you

the man said “Your Majesty, what is now here with you?

117 ¿omar d-et firhim ?erimo rahad\(^9\)k ho se-hen (ti-s) wa tirefe
he.said who-you daughter if cure I her(?) (to-her) and recover

If I cure your daughter and she recovers -

118 ?inim tˤof hi
what give to.me

what you will give me?"
\[\text{ʔutˤof ʔa-k bile d-ʕik} \]
\[\text{I.shall.give to-you any which-you.want} \]

"You will take any thing you like!" the Sultan said.

\[\text{ʕomar ʕik kar ʔiboʕal-s} \]
\[\text{he.said I.want up(?) to.marry-her} \]

"I would like to marry her," the man said.

\[\text{ʕomar tiboʕol} \]
\[\text{he.said marry} \]

"You will!" the Sultan said.

\[\text{ʕomar (h)-i ten naʔa tʃiqah (tʃireqah) ther} \]
\[\text{he.said to.him you now go.out(pl.) door} \]

"Now, leave her here and all of you go outdoors!" the man said.

\[\text{ʃeqah ther} \]
\[\text{they.went door} \]

When they got out

\[\text{ʔigeʔe-s talat marat (b)-tˤadaʕ} \]
\[\text{he.beat.her tree times on.the.back} \]

he beat her three times at her back,

\[\text{Halalat wa ʃahadat} \]
\[\text{she.said.tahlīl and she.said.ʃahada} \]

she said thanks to the Allah -

\[\text{tirofe firhim d-sˤotˤhon} \]
\[\text{she.recovered daughter of.the.Sultan} \]

and recovered.
So the man married her.

“What else did you lose?” he asked the Sultan.

“I've lost my treasury,” the Sultan said.

“And if your treasury will emerge,” the man said, “what you will give me?”

“If my treasury emerge,” the Sultan said, “I'll give you a half of all the money!

And when I'll die - you became a Sultan!”

[and accede to power!]
130 Š Omar heja
he said well come on

“Well,”

131 Š Omar gidahin ?inhi t’ot? qho?ç hahir
he said give(pl.) me one sheep black

the man said, “now, give me a black sheep!”

132 here min qho?ç hahir
they looked from a sheep black

They brought him a black sheep,

133 his’e-j l-ther
he cut him out the door

he slaughtered it outdoors

134 šiqaho χazine d-s?othon
emerged the treasury of the Sultan

- and the treasury of the Sultan emerged!

135a ?ima’y (de) d-i s’ahab di d-ji’amer dija’y «bismilla»
heard (this one) of him friend this which saying bad bismilla

His friend heard

135b ?ima’y d-hi qaqa ?inne ba’yal firhim d-s?othon
he heard of him brother that he married daughter of the Sultan

that his “brother” married Sultan’s daughter

135c w-as’bah di tegir
and became this merchant

and became a merchant.
He came up to him and said

He came up to him and said “Brother, you wouldn't get all this money

and all this favour of Alla if not from that well!

Now I want you to take me to that well

and abandon me in it!

“No!” his friend said, “I will not!

Let any one of the servants lead you there!" One of the Sultan's servants
143a rehe-j d-ʕebhor
led-him of-the.well

led him to the well, put him down into it and cut the cord of him.

143b wa qosˤ ʕe-j qejd
and cut of-him cord

[and cut his cord.]

144 ...
[Note: The empty line represents what was in the source text at this point.]

145 ʕam ʔiken bi-lilhe hte gidaho diki naʕa ʕagi-gijon
when became with-night time came these two now men-jinns

When the night came on two ginnns arrived.

146 ʔomer ʔaħ qaqa ʕam ʔero bi ʔini ʔefe ha
he.said ah brother when happens(?) with there.is people here

One of them said to the other “Brother, It means there were people in the well.

147a ber χazine d-sˤotˤhon ʃiqoħo
since the.treasury of-the.Sultan emerged

since the treasury of the Sultan emerged

147b wa firhim d-sˤotˤhon titrefe
and the.daughter of-the.Sultan recovered

and the Sultan's daughter recovered.

148 lotˤ qalaʔo bi hoben
when throw by stone

Let us throw a stone?!”
"You bastards!" the man shouted, "don't hurt me, you children of the sin!"

"Ah! Here is a man!" the ginns shouted.

They made a storm over the well

until it fully disappeared with the poor man in it.

Now there is nothing at this place, only a red desert valley.

And this is now the end.

[When the servants came they found nothing at the place.]

[The man died.]
[And to this point now, the speech is ended.]
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